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1) lntroduction
My exchange program has been a unique experience that allowed me to grow both as a person
and as a professional. Southafrican culture, landscape and society played a crucial role in this
growth, together with Cape Peninsula University of Technology and its staff. In the following lines,
I will go through all the steps of this experience, aiming to give a detailed overview that could be
useful to other students and administration.
2) Preparation
After the acceptance from CPUT, some difficulties occurred. From October 2017 on, the university
started facing student protests and unrests, that generateci a suspension of academic activities. As
an exchange student, this made me uncertain about leaving: it would have been pointless to
spend a semester abroad without attending courses properly. Even without guarantees, I decided
to leave anyway.
Moving to South Africa to study is not easy at all. The study visa requires much time and many
different documents. Due to my hesitations for the unrests I was in a rush but I finally managed to
submit my request in time. I would suggest everyone to take action at least three months before
the departure. This could be also highlighted in advance both by Politecnico and CPUT tutors.
3) Accomodatìon
Even if a southafrican address is needed to get the visa, it worths to wait until the arrivai to look
for a permanent accomodation. I booked an AirBnb for the first week, spending time to walk
around and talking with different people about Cape Town suburbs and accomodation options: in
this way I was able to meet landlords or estate agents directly, avoiding any kind of
misunderstanding. From this point of view CPUT usually suggests some options in advance, that
are safe and trusty. I personally chose for a single room at Ruskin House (managed by Twisted
Lemon Accomodations and suggested by CPUT), a big residential building in Roeland Street, dose
to the Parliament. lt is a safe suburb, at walking distance from the campus, the city centre, the
station and all the basic daily services. Every floor has fifteen rooms, with shared kitchen and
toilets. Cutlery and cooking tools are not provided. Even if it was a "spartan" solution, it allowed
me to enjoy the real vibe of the Mother City: movement, work, multiculturality. Since Ruskin

